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Vodacom’s response to ICASA’s discussion document
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Vodacom agrees that mobile data services in South Africa should be
affordable, of a high quality and widely available
The market is delivering good outcomes for
consumers given existing spectrum shortages

Beyond regulation of termination rates, economic
regulation of mobile markets is rare

 Mobile data subscriptions increased 68% from 2015-19
 LTE coverage (>95%) among the highest in Africa.
 Benchmarks show pricing not out of line with elsewhere:
 Vodacom is continuing its pricing transformation,
returning R2.7bn to consumers this year.
 Is supporting poorer consumers with innovative
discounted pricing (Just4You Town etc.).

The Discussion Document does not identify market failure and hence does not
This does
not
provide
a rationale
for intervention
mean that it is by
definition
The factwrong
that to
China outperforms SA on price and quality metrics does not,
“indicate(s)
some degree of market failure”.
regulate
the market
in South Africa, but
there ICASA identifies is the limited spectrum assignments, with the
does
Theshow
only “failure”
must
a clear the impact this has on the retail market.
DD be
highlighting
rationale for
intervention.
 This can be resolved through the ITA process.
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South Africa market is
less concentrated
than many others and
significantly less so
than where regulation
has been imposed
(Mex, Nor & Kenya)*.
It is rare to have 5
infrastructure-based
mobile operators.

* Vodacom understands that the CA in Kenya is yet to formally impose SMP regulation in the retail and mobile access markets.
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Structure of the presentation

1

Key developments in the market since the Discussion Document was published

2

Key gaps in ICASA’s analysis

3

Comments on individual markets
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There have been significant changes in the market since the publication of the
Discussion Document
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A market review is forward looking so must take account of other overlapping
processes that are impacting the market
Spectrum ITA

The MBMR DD acknowledges
the impact spectrum constraints
have on the market but does not
consider what would happen
absent this.

The ITA seeks to remedy this
concern and will have a
significant impact on the market.

Launch of the WOAN

The process to create the
WOAN has been launched.
The WOAN will further increase
wholesale and retail competition
in mobile markets
 A direct wholesale competitor
 Serve MVNOs in the retail
Market.

Since the DD was published, all three
processes have moved forward.
The impact of all three on the market
must be taken into account.
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The
question for
the MBMR…

Mobile data inquiry

Since the MBMR DD was
published, the CC has completed
its inquiry

As part of its price transformation,
Vodacom has significantly reduced
mobile data charges.

Will competition be effective and the
market deliver good outcomes
following these interventions, or are
further measures required?
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The spectrum ITA

ICASA recognises the critical importance of spectrum…

ICASA acknowledges spectrum
constraints on the market;

… shows that greater spectrum
assignments are correlated with lower
prices.

“spectrum assignment is critical to achieving cheap, high quality
mobile broadband”

“Higher levels of spectrum assignment are significantly correlated
with lower prices…”

“…having access to spectrum lowers the cost to (…) since it requires
fewer base stations”

“…more spectrum to enable new technologies efficiently & increase
capacity”

.. acknowledges the need to assign more
spectrum to enable efficient network
deployment and increase capacity.

“SA well behind leading countries when it comes to assigning
spectrum (…) half the spectrum compared to UK (…) extremely low
assignment per operator”

But does not consider market outcomes
in the absence of a spectrum constraint.
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The spectrum ITA

…but does not take into account the positive impact on mobile outcomes of
the imminent release of a large amount of HDS
The assignment of HDS can alleviate constraints, while the ITA terms aim to ensure effective competition
and widespread coverage
Alleviating congestion

Managing competition

Ensuring widespread coverage

 Assigns a large amount of
spectrum (406MHz vs 609MHz
current), with 69% of it
available immediately.
 Supports network expansion
and greater scope for price
reductions.

 Spectrum caps for all
participants
 Spectrum reserved for Tier 2
operators
 Requirement to offer MVNO
access subject to a sustainable
business plan.
 Tier 1 operators have to
publish RO for site access.

 One lot will be required to
provide up to 99.8% population
coverage within 5 years
 Other Tier 1 operators will be
required to provide 97%
population coverage
 Rural focus

The temporary allocation of spectrum
shows the impact this can have.

These obligations will apply as soon
as spectrum is assigned in 2021.

The coverage targets will be a licence
obligation

ICASA should not impose further remedies without considering the impact on the market of the
spectrum assignment
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The spectrum ITA

The spectrum assigned to Vodacom during the pandemic has allowed it to
reduce congestion and increase quality, while handling more traffic

Lockdown
Start
Spectrum
Allocated
Data use increased by
47% between June and
August 2020
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The WOAN

Based on ICASA’s ITA, we would expect the WOAN to quickly add to competition
in the defined mobile markets
ICASA should not impose MBMR remedies without considering the impact of the WOAN
The WOAN will
significantly (directly)
enhance wholesale
and (indirectly) retail
competition during
the market review
period:

 70%+ of its spectrum can be used straight away
 Precedent for new entrants launching and scaling
provision of services within a short timeframe.
 The WOAN could achieve coverage quickly – needs
to cover ~2% of land area to reach ~60% of pop.
 Specific provisions in the ITA to support the WOAN.

… is planning to
rollout +1,000 5G
sites in < 2 years
(reaching 1,500
sites by December
2021)

… has also
deployed almost
2,000 sites in 2
years (reaching
5,872 sites in
FY2020 from
3,974 in
FY2018)

With the WOAN, ICASA is seeking to ensure five credible national wholesale providers
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The spectrum and WOAN ITAs include policies to achieve this objective.
Will result in the SA market being one of the least concentrated in the world.
It is important the market review does not undermine this.
Suggests that further intervention via the MBMR unlikely to be warranted.
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The CC Inquiry

Vodacom’s accelerated price cuts are already improving market outcomes,
especially for poorer consumers
Vodacom has committed to the CC to accelerate its planned pricing transformations:

Reducing the prices of 30-day
bundles by up to 40%

Improving personalised offers

 The price of the 1GB bundle
decreased by 34% from
R149 to R99.
 Further decreases will be
effected on 1 April 2021.

 Extending the reach of
personalised discounts to
approx. 2,000 towns
 Improving customer awareness
of these offers.

Expanding zero rated and
lifeline data
 Making services available
through “ConnectU”
 Education,
 Internet Search,
 Jobs, Social and essential
Internet access,
 Health and Wellness,
 Safety & Security.

Generating annual customer savings of R2.7bn
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Key gaps in ICASA’s analysis
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5 key gaps in ICASA’s analysis

1

ICASA does not clearly identify the market failure it is trying to solve

2

The analysis should focus on data services

3

ICASA’s geographic analysis is incomplete

4

ICASA’s analysis of competition should go beyond the analysis of market shares

5

The DD does not consider all the key inputs to mobile markets – ICASA should address the need for effective
regulation of duct and pole access
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Lack of market failures

ICASA has not identified market failures related to competition issues that
would justify the imposition of remedies (1/4)

1. Any remedies should be proportionate to the market failure.
2. Intervention in wholesale markets should be linked to concerns downstream.
The only evidence ICASA provides of potential market failure is in its price benchmarking:
“With regard to the ITU’s “Advanced” countries, South Africa performs reasonably well and
its performance (in terms of price and quality) is similar to a number of countries that
would be considered its peers (Brazil, Peru, Mexico, Thailand, Malaysia). However, this
analysis also indicates some degree of possible market failure given that some
countries, notably China, out-perform South Africa on both price and quality.”*
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This is not a market failure – concluding that a market is failing if prices are
higher than in China would leave very few markets in the world that are not
“failing”.
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Lack of market failures

ICASA’s assessment of effectiveness of competition and SMP is misleading as
a result of it not having factored in the impact of spectrum shortages (2/4)

Retail
outcome

ICASA recognises the
critical role of
spectrum (see slide 7)

Site roll
out

Capacity

ICASA fails to take
lack of spectrum into
account on i) site and
NR market shares ii)
international
benchmarking and iii)
level of MVNO access

Spectrum
assignment
impacts the
whole value
chain
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Shortcomings in the analysis

ICASA’s analysis has a number of shortcomings that undermine the results
(3/4)
2

The market Inquiry is on
mobile broadband services

50%

This is important as
Vodacom’s and MTN’s
data subscriber shares
are significantly lower
than the total share
figures ICASA presents.
So ICASA’s analysis should
focus on data services

45%
40%
35%

Vodacom data traffic
share would be even
lower: ICASA BU LRIC
model assumes Telkom
has 2* the traffic.

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Telkom

MTN

ICASA (total subscribers)-2018

3

Vodacom

Cell C

VC (data subscribiers)-Q2FY18/19

ICASA’s geographic market analysis is incomplete

1. ICASA needs to properly justify why the municipality is the
appropriate unit of analysis in the markets considered

2. But identifying the geographical
unit of analysis is only the first of
two steps in the assessment of
relevant geographic markets

Units with sufficiently similar competitive
conditions should be grouped together (BEREC)
ICASA has not provided sufficient information to parties to
enable a proper review of its geographic market proposals.
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Shortcomings in the analysis

ICASA’s analysis has a number of shortcomings that undermine the results
(4/4)
4

ICASA’s analysis of competition should go beyond an analysis of market shares – doing so would show markets
are effectively competitive.

Telkom’ & Rain’s rapid rollout
ICASA should conduct a
forward-looking
analysis, considering the
impact of expected
changes in the market

And ICASA must
properly consider other
evidence of competition
beyond market shares.
For example…

WOAN
ITA

C2 General

 Increased competition in the wholesale and
retail markets

Increasing role of Tower companies /
Properties

 Increased competition in the site access
market

Rapid deployment by Telkom / Gyro &
Towercos

 Low entry and expansion barriers in the
site access market

Wide-spread site sharing in South Africa

 Dynamic site access market
 Enhances competition for NR services

Switching evidence in the NR market
Vodacom SA

 Low entry and expansion barriers
 Enhanced wholesale and retail competition

 Existence of countervailing buyer power for
NR services
17

Review of individual markets
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Retail market

Telkom and Rain’s performance demonstrates that competition is working well
in retail markets, supported by commercial wholesale agreements
Limited barriers to expansion, with new entrants demonstrating a track record of growth

Has grown rapidly since entering the market

15%
28%
70%
3600

Mobile subscriber market share in
2020, from 0% in 2010
Increase in mobile broadband
subscribers in 2020
Increase in mobile data traffic in 2020

Towers rolled out by Gyro, with plans
to build another 1000 by 2023

Expanding rapidly since entering in 2016
growth per month on a
60k-80k Customer
portfolio of 400k customers
4G sites
5500
5G sites
447

40%

Increase in valuation over 2 years, to
R15 bn.

In part facilitated by commercial wholesale agreements with Vodacom
The agreement improves Telkom’s
efficiency
“The agreement enables quicker site
acquisition in the medium term. I am
pleased we have concluded an agreement
that enables us to improve our network
efficiently” (source)
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The agreement enhanced Rain’s rollout
“The partnership also gives Rain access to
Vodacom’s sites and facilities, which
makes it possible for Rain to roll out its LTE
network faster and with far less capital
than competitors.” (source)
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Site access market

In the site access market, ICASA has overestimated Vodacom’s market share
for 2 reasons
1

ICASA’s analysis significantly overstates Vodacom’s market share of sites

Dominant licensee
(market share >45%

 Vodacom does not control
many of the sites that it uses
 The constraint imposed by
unused rooftops and other
available infrastructure
should be considered.
Vodacom’s analysis
(Vodacom SMP, at the most, in 17 municipalities)

2

ICASA’s analysis
Vodacom SMP in 106 municipalities)

Existing FL Regulation obliges licensees to provide access to infrastructure (as long as this is
technically and economically feasible). This enhances operators’ countervailing buyer power when
negotiating site access
 And the ITA imposes an obligation for Tier 1 Licensees to provide a RO for site access
Imposing additional obligations in this market through this market review is
disproportionate and unnecessary, especially given that ICASA has previously concluded
that the Facilities Leasing Regulations suffice.
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National roaming market

The roaming market is currently working well and any intervention should be
aligned with ICASA’s overall policy objectives
1

Blanket regulation of NR
would not support ICASA
objective of five national
wholesale players and would
contradict its coverage
obligations

Will reduce incumbents’ and
challengers’ incentives to invest

2

Services
elsewhere can
be provided on
commercial
terms

Multiple network providers means
competition to provide roaming
elsewhere will be sufficient

Notwithstanding its policy objectives, ICASA does not demonstrate any market failure in this market.

Competition and
operator switching
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Market definition
should focus on
remote areas
where infra
competition is
not feasible

New commercial
deals
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